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Adventure riding.
The term gives good,
old-fashioned dualsport motorcycling
a new cachet as
more riders take to
the back roads on
machines suited
for long-distance
travel across
difficult terrain.
(PREVIOUS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT) Bill Dragoo (far right) and
DART instructors (from left) David Knight, Josh Jewell, and Tobin Vigil
pause during a tire change at a DART orientation. Students queue up for
DART training at Sundog Trails near Purcell, OK. Instructor Zeke Sikich
sets up for a sand riding demo. Instructor Josh Jewell kicks up some
sand along the South Canadian River. Instructors Todd Hamm (right) and
Tobin Vigil demonstrate the assisted bike pick-up technique during a
DART class.
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(ABOVE) DART student Jason McDonough tackles the
sand on his big KTM. (BELOW) Students enjoy a sunrise
jaunt along the South Canadian River in Oklahoma
before class starts.

Buyers of adventure bikes like the popular BMW
R1200GS often find themselves afraid of taking the capable but heavy machines off pavement, however, leading
to the need for training specific to riding these “big bikes
in bad places.” Going off to an adventure rider training
school may seem both far away and expensive, since, well,
most of them are. But just up the road, on the other side
of the Red River, is a homegrown adventure riding school
that is gaining momentum.
Dragoo Adventure Rider Training (DART) is headquartered in Norman, Oklahoma and run by Oklahoma
native Bill Dragoo. One of only a handful of Americans
currently certified as an off-road instructor by BMW
Motorrad’s international training school in Hechlingen,
Germany, Dragoo won one of RawHyde’s early Adven-
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Bill Dragoo leads a group of riders through
the cobblestone streets of Honda, Colombia,
during an immersion tour in South America.

ture Rider Challenges in 2008, and in
2010 earned a post on the United States
team competing in the 2010 BMW
GS Trophy contest in South Africa. A
journalist as well as a rider coach, Dragoo began teaching adventure riding in
2013 after traveling to Bolivia to cover
a tour for a magazine. There, he was
asked by local riders to return and help
them learn to improve their skills. For
Dragoo, an MSF Rider Coach and flight
instructor, teaching is a passion that integrates seamlessly with his expertise
as a rider, gained through decades of
experience in motocross, trials, offpavement and road riding and mountain biking. After coaching in Bolivia,
Dragoo’s own countrymen began asking him to teach classes locally, and the
popularity of the school has grown year
by year up to today, and now Dragoo
and his team are invited to train all over
the United States. In 2018, they ran the
moto training programs at the popular
Overland Expo events in Arizona and
North Carolina, the BMW MOA International Rally, and Americade’s Dirt Daze. DART
also provided training for
(ABOVE) An impromptu valve cover repair in Colombia.
immersion tours in Utah,
(BELOW) Bill Dragoo demonstrates the rope wrap
technique during Overland Expo East in North Carolina.
Vermont, and in the
South American country
of Colombia.
And, they regularly teach classes in
central Oklahoma, fulfilling Dragoo’s
mission “to provide quality off-road
training at a fair price for all who wish
to learn.” There are no frills, says Dragoo, but he provides an affordable
($395) two days of training in his Intro to Intermediate class and will do
custom clinics on request. He has also
developed an advanced class, primarily
focused on riding rocks and sand. All
sizes and brands of motorcycles are
welcome, since the principles of riding
large adventure bikes apply equally well
to smaller machines.
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Bill Dragoo’s mission:
“To provide quality
off-road training at a
fair price for all who
wish to learn.”

DART Instructor David Knight demonstrates
perfect form over an obstacle.

Balance, control, judgment and attitude are the four cornerstones of adventure riding, according to Dragoo,
whose Intro to Intermediate classes
teach students the basics of body position, peg weighting, and clutch control
as the foundation for technical riding
in tough terrain. (See sidebar, page 36.)
Many riders seek out DART training
in preparation for a specific adventure
ride, often a Backcountry Discovery
Route or other long-distance travel in
remote places, and student feedback
confirms the effectiveness of what they
learn in these settings. “The techniques
and confidence I learned were priceless,” said one recent student.
One of the things students seem
to appreciate most is the encouraging
attitude of DART coaches. “The instructors were very supportive and attentive to my questions. I came away
with much more confidence on my
bike than I expected,” was the feedback from one 2018 student. Josh Jewell and Tobin Vigil, both of Norman,
are lead instructors who began helping
with DART classes just for fun and
now independently coach for DART.
They led the moto training at Overland Expo East in 2017 and at Americade’s Dirt Daze in 2018. Zeke Sikich,
David Knight, Todd Hamm, and Mark
Driscoll have also joined the ranks over
time and now provide regular support.
Jewell, Sikich, and Knight all competed
in GS Trophy qualifiers in 2018, as well.
Other trainers join DART from time to
time, including Stephanie Terrien and
Shalmarie Wilson of SheADV (sheadv.
com), as well as Caroline Stevenson,
a Canadian moto coach and member
of the 2016 International GS Trophy
women’s team.
For more information and the 2019
class schedule, see billdragoo.com or
contact Dragoo at bill1dragoo@gmail.
com or (405) 830-6630.
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PEG WEIGHT
STEERING
DEMYSTIFIED

(CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT) Instructor David Knight deftly
manages clutch, throttle and body position to thread his
GSA through the woods; Bill’s son Ben Dragoo applies
“the two P’s”—Peg-weight and Power — to correct a
plowing front wheel; Dragoo helps a student finetune his body position during a “tap & go” exercise;
instructor Josh Jewell leans into the “cone of balance,”
accelerating to lighten the front wheel in deep sand.

The rider threads his big GS through the woods like a
longhorn steer taking a shortcut home. His massive beast
bobs left and right, responding to almost invisible inputs.
How does he do that?
Peg weight steering is a black art to those who aren’t in tune
with the methods of handling big bikes in the rough. But for
those who know, it’s as simple as riding a bicycle. Push left
to go left and right to go right. Press the outside peg to stop
a turn, hold a sidehill, manage a slide, or to counterweight
the machine during a full-lock maneuver where minimum
turning radius isn’t enough unless the bike is leaned over.
The fact is, more is happening than just pressing a footpeg,
but this simplified explanation helps riders properly position
their bodies in ways that complement the action of their feet,
resulting in almost uncanny responses from the machine.
For sand, it’s the “Two P’s”: Peg weight and Power. Press
the footpeg in the direction of the turn and add power to float
the front wheel. Press the opposite peg and add power once
more to correct a plowing front wheel. How much power?
That’s where practice is essential. It must be just enough
to free the front wheel from the wicked clutches of deep
sand but not so much that velocity becomes too high. The
method can be mastered relatively quickly by anyone who
will commit to following instructions. Sand riding requires
a lot of energy but it gets much easier once the principles
become second nature.
To learn proper peg weight steering, start on flat grass or
dirt where the stakes are low. Set up a few cones, cans, or
tennis balls spaced about eight paces apart. Practice weaving
in and out of the cones, initially weighting the inside footpeg
to start the turn then pressing the outside peg to offset the
tendency for the bike to fall to the inside. Turn your chest
and bellybutton with the handlebars, and keep your butt to
the outside of the turn, pressing your outside knee into the
fuel tank area for stability. Practice both directions until your
transitions are as smooth as silk and until you can make a full,
360-degree turn at almost full lock in both directions. Next,
add a slope, dip, or rough terrain to increase complexity.
Sand is best practiced with an experienced buddy nearby in
case of trouble. Be aggressive but not too aggressive, as sand
is not as forgiving as it may seem.
Peg weight steering is fundamental to adventure riding.
Although some riders muddle their way through using dirtbike skills (sitting down or standing stiffly), it is neither as safe
nor as effective as precision riding with proper technique.
—Bill Dragoo
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